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� Brief intro to psychological theories of crowd 
behaviour 
¡  Happy to expand via chat discussion if necessary?   

� Implications for emergency planning & 
response 

� COVID pandemic 
¡  ‘Panic buying’ pre lockdown 
¡  Compliance during lockdown  
¡  Potential issues as we emerge from lockdown 

¢  I predict a riot?! 

 



� Crowds inherently irrational 
� People lose individuality to collective 
‘mob mentality’ 
� Crowds real or potential threat to 
status quo & should be treated as such 
But heavily critiqued for its ideological 
approach & ignores social context in which 
crowds occur…   
  



� Crowds tend to get a bad press  
� But often voice for dispossessed & can be force 

for social change 
� Protests common way to voice grievances 

throughout history 
¡  2011 Jasmine revolution Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Syria 

� Closely monitored/ controlled by authorities  
� But vast majority of crowds peaceful 

¡  Crowd- friend of foe? 
¢  https://twitter.com/DrChrisCocking/status/

1289202105048276995 



From	irrationalist	tradition			
	
Threat	causes	emotion	to	
overwhelm	reason	
	
Collective	identity	breaks	down	
Selfish	behaviours-	pushing,	
trampling	
	
Contagion-	behaviours	spread	
uncritically	to	crowd	as	a	whole	



� Mass emergencies seen as potential public 
order problem & emergency planning 
strategy can reflect this 
CBRN responses often involve Police/army rather 
than health workers   

� Info withheld from public lest they ‘panic’ 
� Public seen as problem rather than potential 

resource to draw from 
¡  1989 Hillsborough disaster tragic example of 

what happens when crowd incidents viewed as 
public order (& not public safety) issue  



� Disasters create common identity in 
response to shared threat 

� Results in orderly, altruistic behaviour as 
people respond to common threat  

� Co-operative rather than selfish behaviour 
predominates 
¡  Lack of co-operation usually due to lack of 

infomation, physical constraints, or people 
being cast in competition with each other 

� Supported by evidence from mass 
emergencies & offers practical 
recommendations for safe crowd 
management 
¡ Drury et al 2019 



Those affected by disasters 
often behave much better than 
expected & anti-social 
behaviour tends to decrease  
Cocking (2016) 
 
While physical infrastructure & 
services may be compromised- 
‘social capital’ often endures  
 
Remarkable communities of 
resilience can emerge from 
disasters (Solnit, 2010) 
 
Breakdown of social bonds 
often exaggerated & can 
become self-fulfilling prophesy 



Rhetorical nature of resilience 
in national emergencies 
   
Resilience shouldn’t be  excuse 
for not taking public protection 
seriously/cutting post disaster 
support 
 
Resilience doesn’t mean 
absence of distress/ disruption, 
but ability to bounce back if 
given resources to do so 
 
Vital to have shared sense of 
exposure to adversity, otherwise 
‘we’re all in it together’ 
becomes empty rhetoric 



�  Collective responses to COVID often pathologized but solidarity & 
cooperation common in emergencies could be solution to current 
pandemic & collective psychology should guide COVID policy 
more 

¢  Drury et al 2020; Elcheroth & Drury 2020;  

�  Need to encourage shared identity & trust public’s ability to self-
regulate through new social norms 
¡  Encouraging collective compliance more effective than enforcement 

�  Social (physical) distancing may be necessary, but vital to 
maintain sense of psychological connection & try to prevent 
social isolation (esp. vulnerable population) 
¡  ‘Together Apart’ Jetten et al 2020 

�  Effective public messaging vital 
¡  If public trusts information given & identify with sources then more 

likely to comply with necessary restrictions  
�  More ‘we-speak’ needed 

¡  not ‘will I survive’ but ‘how do we all get through this’ 



•  Classic example of social dilemma 
•  ‘Rational’ behaviour for individual may not be in 

collective interest 
� People stockpiling food in advance of expected 

lockdown could be seen as sensible planning 
¡  But problematic for ‘just in time’ supply chains 

� Labelling this as ‘irrational’ obscures 
understanding of such behaviour 

� Media reporting of ‘panic-buying’ quickly 
becomes self-fulfilling prophesy 

� Encourage common ID to avoid competition 
¡  Enough for everyone if you just buy what you need 



�  Consistency in messaging crucial 
�  Original message clear  

¡  Stay at home, protect the NHS, save lives  
�  Delivered by trusted source that people could ID with 

¡  Mark Strong https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cK02XwUogM 
�  Initial compliance during 1st phase of lockdown v high 

¡  https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/197835/mobile-data-shows-high-
compliance-with/ 

�  fears of ‘behavioural fatigue’ rejected in pre-lockdown 
predictions by myself & other behavioural scientists 

¢  https://dontpaniccorrectingmythsaboutthecrowd.blogspot.com/2020/03/
coronavirus-and-social-psychology.html 

¡  Newsnight investigation 30/7 vindicates this view 
¢  https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000l9x0/newsnight-29072020 

�  Shared ID apparent in weekly ‘clap for carers’ 
¡  Involved nearly 70% of UK population (cf British Future 2020) 



� Post 10/5 restrictions eased in England 
� Message becomes less clear 

¡  Stay alert, control the virus, save lives  
� Devolved UK Governments keep original slogan 
� Cummings scandal & perception of differential 

experiences of pandemic damages shared ID & 
threatens public compliance with lockdown 
restrictions 
¡  My article for the Psychologist in May 2020 

¢  https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/resilience-requires-
those-authority-be-honest-open-and-consistent 

¡  Recent report by British Future 
¢  http://www.britishfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/

2020/07/RememberingTheKindnessOfStrangersReport.pdf 



Funded by UoB COVID Research 
Urgency Fund 
 
Looking at mutual aid & 
spontaneous volunteering during 
pandemic involving over 3m people 
from 4000 groups 
 
Does shared identity & co-operation 
endure in medium to long term? 
(most current evidence big bang or 
rising tide incidents) 
 
So far, answer seems to be yes! 
 
Importance of localised IDs  
 
Can you help with my research? 
 
 



�  Pandemic could result in more community tension, 
especially if specific groups singled out & unfairly targeted 
¡  MP Craig Whitaker’s recent anti-Muslim comments; 

¢  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-53612230 
¡  But 80% of infections in Trafford in White community 

¢  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/aug/03/coronavirus-80-
new-cases-trafford-among-white-community?
CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other 

�  But widespread disorder as we emerge from lockdown 
unlikely (SPI-B, 2020) 

�  Riots comparatively rare & complex chain of events usually 
needed for them to begin (Reicher & Stott, 2020) 

¢  People develop collective sense of grievance 
¢  This grievance relates to a psychological ‘ingroup’ (‘us’) 

�  neighbourhood, community, class, ethnic grouping 
¢  Identify outgroup - who is seen as source of collective grievance & 

so becomes legitimate target  
�  Government, army, police etc. 



For riots to spread (eg England 2011) need 
following conditions  
 
Underlying social context 
Austerity, social deprivation, distrust of Police in 
communities affected 
 
Contentious trigger event 
Death of Mark Duggan lunchtime 4/8/2011 
 
Police public order response 
Indiscriminate policing of protest outside Tottenham 
Police station pm 6/8/2011 unites crowd & sparks 
initial rioting 
 
Social influence & shared identity 
Rioting spreads in London 7/8 & to other cities in 
England 8/8 (but not Scotland or Wales) as others 
identify with those rioting and/or exploit situation 
 
 
 



� Edward Colston statue toppled in Bristol 
� Police criticised for response, but lack of 

immediate intervention probably prevented 
riots 
¡  Poss learning from history- (St Pauls riots 1980)? 
¡  Intelligence led arrests afterwards 

� Fears of COVID spike after protests 
unfounded 



� Individual disturbances possible as police 
break up illegal raves/parties in London 
¡  YP perceived as less likely to adhere to lockdown 

& social distancing restrictions 
¢  YP suffer from COVID less & will miss closure of 

festivals/nightclubs more than older population? 

� Crucial issue is perceived legitimacy of 
policing & trust between police/local 
community 
¡  Less trust & consensual policing- disorder more 

likely  
� Need to try & encourage shared ID 

¡  Keep everyone safe- dead the parties for now! 



¡  Emerging from lockdown too early & then re-imposing 
restrictions as cases spike can erode public 
confidence & adherence to restrictions 

¡  Recent restrictions in North West violate following 
guidelines suggested by SPI-B (2020b)  
¢  Provide clear rationale for changes before they are 

imposed 
¢  Work with the community to develop guidelines 
¢  Provide clear & specific guidance as to what people must 

(and must not) do 
¢  Make sure measures are consistent 
¢  Engage all sectors of society  

�  perception that Muslim community unfairly targeted as 
restrictions imposed night before start of Eid festival 

¡  Steve Reicher (member of SPI-B)  
¡  https://twitter.com/ReicherStephen/status/

1289489706829279232 



�  Concerns re popular tourist spots being overwhelmed by crowds  
¡  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cornwall-53571128  

�  Risk that media reports can create uncooperative social norm 
¡  If others are doing it, why shouldn’t I? 

�  Local media in moral panic about unofficial Pride parties & 
crowding @ Brighton train station  
¡  https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/18622584.crowds-flock-brighton-

despite-warnings-stay-away/ 
¡  But video clip in article shows people being filtered via queuing system 

& so less able to socially distance 
¢  Less people than expected anyway 

¡  Some people on beach but nowhere near as busy as normal w/e in 
August 
¢  link to interview with BBC Radio Sussex (my bit from 3.14) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p08lbwm2 

  



� Irrationalist models of crowd behaviour out-
dated & unsupported by current evidence 
¡  ‘Panic’ models should not be used in general 

emergency response and/or COVID pandemic 
� Risk of widespread civil disorder as we 

emerge from lockdown unlikely 
¡  Increased community tensions &/or isolated 

disorder possible, but consensual & legitimate 
policing best way to respond 

� Some competitive behaviour also possible 
¡  But best addressed by effective public 

information campaigns that appeal to shared 
identity & less sensationalist media reporting! 
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